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Abstract Detection of near duplicate documents is an important problem in many
data mining and information filtering applications. When faced with massive quan-
tities of data, traditional techniques relying on direct inter-document similarity com-
putation are often not feasible given the time and memory performance constraints.
On the other hand, fingerprint-based methods, such as I-Match, while very attrac-
tive computationally, can be unstable even to small perturbations of document con-
tent, which causes signature fragmentation. We focus on I-Match and present a
randomization-based technique of increasing its signature stability, with the proposed
method consistently outperforming traditional I-Match by as high as 40–60% in terms
of the relative improvement in near-duplicate recall. Importantly, the large gains in
detection accuracy are offset by only small increases in computational requirements.
We also address the complimentary problem of spurious matches, which is particu-
larly important for I-Match when fingerprinting long documents. Our discussion is
supported by experiments involving large web-page and email datasets.

Keywords Information retrieval efficiency · Spam detection

1 Introduction

In recent years, large dynamic document repositories have become commonplace,
owing to the Internet phenomenon and to rapid advances in the storage technol-
ogy. Due to a variety of factors, including redundancy/mirroring, spam and plagia-
rism, such repositories may contain more than one copy of some documents, where
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sometimes the multiple copies are not exactly identical, but are similar enough to
be considered as near duplicates. Near-duplicate proliferation is often undesirable,
with potential problems including increased storage requirements, decrease in the
quality of search engine performance and spam. Large concentrations of duplicate
documents may also skew the content distribution statistics with potentially harmful
consequences to machine learning applications [27]. Aside from identifying near-
duplicates within document repositories, a related important problem is to verify if
an outside document may have a near-duplicate in a repository. For example, in email
spam filtering, a system may want to examine the stream of incoming messages and
verify that none of them can be considered a variation of already known spam.

A number of duplicate-detection schemes have been proposed in the literature
(e.g., [5, 6, 9]). Their focus varies from providing high detection rates to minimizing
the amounts of computational and storage resources needed by the detection process.
With massive document repositories, run-time performance tends to be critical, which
makes relatively simple single-hash techniques such as I-Match [9], particularly at-
tractive. Unfortunately, document signatures produced by such techniques are poten-
tially unstable in the presence of even small changes to document content. In appli-
cations such as spam filtering, where the adversary often purposely randomizes the
content of individual messages to avoid detection [16, 17], such instability is clearly
undesirable.

In this work, we propose an extension of the I-Match technique (but also applica-
ble to other single-signature schemes) that significantly increases its robustness to
small document changes. Our approach is based on randomization of the I-Match
lexicon. The improvements in detection accuracy come at the cost of increased sig-
nature count, with an easily controllable trade-off. In a number of experiments, we
show consistent superiority of our approach over the original scheme and demon-
strate its attractiveness for the target applications of information retrieval and spam
filtering.

In addition to tackling the problem of I-Match stability, we also address certain
deficiencies of the standard algorithm which may result in spurious matches, particu-
larly for longer document. We suggest an extension that forces the algorithm to either
abstain from producing a signature or create a more precise one whenever there is an
indication that a regular signature might be unreliable.

The paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 provides an overview of prior work
in the area of near duplicate document detection. Section 3 focuses on the I-Match
algorithm and suggests a modification improving its reliability for long documents.
Section 4 introduces the randomized lexicon technique and provides a rationale for
its effectiveness. In Sect. 5, we discuss applications of near-duplicate detection in fil-
tering of spam and in preprocessing web-page collections prior to retrieval. In Sect. 6,
the experimental setup is outlined with the results presented in Sect. 7. The paper is
concluded in Sect. 8.

2 Near-duplicate detection: prior and related work

The problem of finding duplicate, albeit nonidentical documents has been the subject
of research in the text-retrieval and web-search communities, with application focus
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ranging from plagiarism detection in web publishing to redundancy reduction in web
search and database storage. Generally, one distinguishes between the problems of as-
sessing the resemblance and containment of documents [6], although the techniques
used to address them are often closely related [6, 35]. In particular, in plagiarism-
detection applications, it is often of interest if one document contains the whole or
at least the major components (e.g., sentences or paragraphs) of another document.
However, in the context of this work, the problem of document containment is less of
an issue.

A number of approaches to near-duplicate detection have been proposed, which
can roughly be classified as [23]:

• Similarity based: where two documents are considered identical if their distance,
according to a measure such as the cosine similarity or the Jaccard distance falls
below a certain threshold;

• Signature based: where two documents are considered identical if their projections
onto a set of attributes are the same.

Operationally, we can also distinguish between detecting near duplicates from
within the scope of a particular document collection and establishing the near-
duplicate relationship of documents between an arbitrary source and a particular doc-
ument collection. The latter view is relevant in applications such as spam filtering
or plagiarism detection, where it is desired to find out if new documents are suffi-
ciently similar to any of the existing ones. Similarity-based techniques can be fur-
ther subcategorized according to the document representation chosen. On one end of
the spectrum, the standard information-retrieval bag-of-words representation is used.
This approach was taken, for example, in [8, 23, 34]. Alternatively, document decom-
position into units larger than words (e.g., word n-grams, sentences, or paragraphs)
leads to partial retention of positional information. In particular, shingle-oriented fin-
gerprinting techniques such as COPS [5], KOALA [21], and Document Syntactic
Clustering (DSC) [6, 7] view a document as a stream of tokens (e.g., words or char-
acters), which is broken into overlapping or nonoverlapping segments referred to as
shingles. Thus, a document is represented as a bag of shingles, with the bag-of-words
representation viewed as a special case.

In principle, similarity-based techniques require that all pairs of documents are
compared, i.e., each document is compared to every other document and similarity
is calculated. For massive data sets, brute-force implementations can be computa-
tionally prohibitive, with the theoretical O(d2) runtime, where d is the number of
documents. In practice, only documents with nonzero shingle (or word) overlap need
to be considered which, depending on the actual representation, reduces the amount
of computation needed. Also, efficient data structures, such as the inverted index [29,
31, 33, 36] are typically deployed.

Several optimization techniques were proposed to reduce the number of compar-
isons made. In [11], only documents whose sizes are sufficiently close are compared
against each other. In the fingerprinting context, frequently occurring shingles may
be eliminated [21]. Also, instead of performing similarity computation over the com-
plete sets of shingles, random sampling (e.g., implemented deterministically via min-
wise independent hashing [6]) retains only a small subset of shingles per document.
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Such simplifications, however, do hinder the accuracy. Since no semantic premise
is used to reduce the volume of data, a random degree of fuzziness is introduced to
the matching process increasing the rate of false positives, i.e., resulting in relatively
nonsimilar documents being identified as potential duplicates.

Even with computational shortcuts, however, similarity based approaches to dupli-
cate detection in large datasets tend to be computationally expensive. For example,
with the performance-improving technique of removing shingles occurring in over
1,000 documents and keeping only every twenty-fifth shingle, the implementation
of the DSC algorithm is still O(s · d), where s is the average number of shingles
per document and d is the number of documents [7]. A more efficient alternative,
DSC Super Shingles (DSC-SS), uses concatenations of several shingles called super
shingles. Here, instead of measuring resemblance as a ratio of matching shingles, re-
semblance is defined as matching a single super shingle in two documents, which is
much more efficient because it no longer requires the calculation of shingle overlap.
A similar approach is used in [18], under the name of Locality Sensitive Hashing
(LSH). Here, instead of shingles, a number of k-tuples of words are selected from
each document via min-wise independent hashing and if two documents have at least
one such tuple in common they are considered to be near duplicates.

The super-shingle approach to document comparison is close to the one taken by
I-Match [9], where each document is characterized as a filtered set of terms con-
veniently mapped into a single hash value, with two documents considered as near
duplicates if their sets of terms are the same. I-Match overcomes the short-document
reliability problem of DSC-SS and is very efficient to implement since document
comparison involves just a single hash-table lookup. It does suffer, however, from
potential instability of the generated signatures to even small changes in document
content [28]. The shortcomings of the super-shingling technique were also addressed
in [14] under the name of mega-shingling, which can be interpreted as a special case
of LSH.

Lastly, we note the similarity between the problem of near-duplicate detection of
text documents and the problems of database deduplication/cleaning [22] and record
linkage [38] addressed by the data mining community. The main difference lies in
the fact that database records represent structured or semistructured information and
are typically much shorter than text documents. Also, the notions of similarity may
be data specific (e.g., matching street addresses vs. matching of citations or refer-
ences [30]), which encourages development of specialized distance metrics [3].

3 I-Match and its extensions

Similarity-based duplicate detection approaches inherently map each document to
one or more clusters of possible duplicates, depending on the choice of the similarity
threshold. While that is appropriate when detecting the similarity of documents or
detecting plagiarism, such techniques produce high overhead when large collections
are evaluated. The I-Match [9] approach produces a single hash representation of a
document, thus guaranteeing that any document will map to one and only one cluster,
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while still providing fuzziness of nonexact matching. An I-Match signature is deter-
mined by the set of unique terms shared by a document and the I-Match lexicon. The
signature generation process can be described as follows:

(1) The collection statistics of a large document corpus are used to define an I-Match
lexicon, L, to be used in signature generation.

(2) For each document, d , the set of unique terms U contained in d is identified.
(3) I-Match signature is defined as a hashed representation of the intersection S =

(L ∩ U), where the signature is rejected if is |S| below a user-defined threshold.

The effectiveness of I-Match relies on the appropriate choice of lexicon L. Exper-
imental data suggest that one effective strategy of lexicon selection is to impose an
upper and lower limit on the inverted document frequency (idf ) for words in the doc-
ument collection (i.e., a variant of Zipfian filtering), since terms that are very frequent
(i.e., with very low idf ), and terms which are very infrequent (i.e., with very high idf ),
tend to be less useful in duplicate detection than terms with mid-range idf values [9].
Note that high-idf terms may be very effective in pinpointing a particular document,
but they also capture misspelled words and other spurious strings, which reduce their
value in identifying near rather than exact duplicates. This is especially important
in applications such as spam filtering, where much of the document randomization is
created on purpose, precisely to make copy detection more difficult. There are no firm
guidelines with regards to the choice of idf cutoff points, so the selection of a lexicon
typically involves a degree of trial and error. Also, criteria not strictly idf -based have
been suggested. In [11], the idf information is combined with in-document term fre-
quency and other statistics to arrive at an importance score called IQ, which is then
used in term ranking. In another scheme [24], it was proposed to estimate the stability
of each candidate word to small changes in document content and to retain the top-N
candidates that are most stable and, at the same time, are relatively frequent in the
collection. The description provided in [24] provides few details, however.

I-Match may result in false positives matches if a large document has a very small
intersection with L. In other words, I-Match signature of a document may become
unreliable when |S|

|U | becomes too small, which is illustrated in Fig. 1. Here, the al-
gorithm is applied to two different email messages containing the same banner. Al-
though the relevant content of these messages is contained not in the banner itself,
the I-Match signatures for the two messages are identical since the main contents fail
to intersect with the I-Match lexicon. In the example shown, the failure is caused by
the foreign language of the message payloads in the context of the I-Match lexicon
being derived from a corpus of primarily English documents.

Here, we propose an extension of the I-Match technique that addresses the small-
intersection problem. Note that the collection statistics define an ordering over the
set of all possible lexicon terms, with term idf used to determine the sorting order.
Assuming that the primary lexicon, L, corresponds to a range of idf values, we reject
all terms with lower idf values and define a secondary lexicon, B , as one containing
the remaining terms ranked according to their increasing idf values.

In the modified I-Match procedure, whenever the primary lexicon fails to intersect
with sufficiently many terms in U , the secondary lexicon is used to supply extra
terms, until the number of elements in S exceeds a user-defined threshold. Since the
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secondary I-Match lexicon may be much bigger than the primary one, and since it
may contain many potentially “noisy” terms, the extra terms are added according
to their rank order, i.e., the more frequent terms are considered first. This insures
that the auxiliary terms contributing to the signature will have idf values as close
as possible to the primary ones and thus, assuming that the idf -ranking of terms is
indeed meaningful, the signature will consist of the most relevant terms. In other
words, lexicon L defines a [idf min, idf max] window in the document frequency range
for terms present in the collection. The terms for which idf < idf min correspond to
stop-words and very frequent words, which are not likely to correlate with the gist
of any particular document. These ones remain ignored, but we turn our attention to
terms for which idf > idf max. These words are less frequent than those found in L

and the higher their idf value, the more likely they are to result in a uniqueness of a
signature to which they contribute. Therefore, to the extent that these terms need to
be used to address the problem of the intersection of a document with L being too
small, the more frequent ones are considered first to decrease the likelihood of the
resulting signature being exact.

The steps involved in signature generation according to the modified I-Match pro-
cedure are given below:

(1) The collection statistics of a large document corpus are used to define the pri-
mary lexicon, L, and the secondary lexicon, B , to be used in signature genera-
tion; e.g., if L is derived using Zipfian filtering contains terms for which inverse
document frequencies are in [idf min, idf max],B would contains terms for which
idf > idf max (the size B is controlled by a practical limit the maximum size of a
lexicon) ranked according to their idf values, with the more frequent ones con-
sidered more relevant.

(2) For each document, d , the set of unique terms U in d is found.
(3) I-Match signature is defined as a hashed representation of the intersection S =

(L ∩ U).
(4) If |S|

|U | falls below a user-defined threshold, S is expanded by the minimum num-

ber of top-ranking terms (L ∩ U) necessary to satisfy the |S|
|U | threshold require-

ment. The threshold values are determined empirically and may be domain spe-
cific (e.g., different for emails and Web documents).

(5) The signature is rejected if either |S| or |S|
|U | fall below their respective thresholds.

In the example provided in Fig. 1, the signatures of the two documents would be
either null, or different, provided sufficient vocabulary existed in the secondary lexi-
con. It is usually more useful to provide an exact signature than none. For example, in
the spam filtering application, a spammer may split a single campaign into a number
of discrete versions but then send multiple copies of each version, which could be
identified by an exact match. To insure that few NULL signatures are generated, the
size of the secondary lexicon might have to be very large. In practice, one is likely
to be faced with memory constraint limitation. The choice of size of the secondary
lexicon is, therefore, likely to represent a trade-off between the available resources
(RAM) and the desire to avoid generating NULL signatures.

The proposed modification to I-Match is different from one of the I-Match variants
investigated in [9], where a fixed fraction of high-idf terms per document was used
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Fig. 1 Example of failure in the original I-Match to account for longer documents with insufficient overlap
with the I-Match lexicons. For a lexicon derived from a predominantly English corpus, the signature will
be formed based on the identical English banner in the bottom of the messages. The signatures will thus be
identical (assuming that words such as hat, cpu, cool are not part of the lexicon) even though they do not
account for the actual relevant content of the messages at all. Note that in this case, the German messages
are actually related, but we cannot attribute detection of this correspondence to the strength of the I-Match
algorithm itself

in signature generation. Although the other scheme also insures adequate representa-
tion of large documents, it may lead to under-representation of short documents, for
which the signatures tend to be more brittle than ones based on selecting all terms in-
tersecting with the primary lexicon [9]. Our modification addresses the reliability of
the algorithm in terms of avoiding spurious matches. In the next section, we approach
the complementary problem of increasing the stability of signatures to document per-
turbations.

4 Decreasing the fragility of I-Match signatures

Ideally, the signature of a document should be insensitive to small changes in docu-
ment content. For example, in the context of the spam-filtering application, these in-
clude changing the order of words in the document, as well as inserting or removing a
small number of words. Unlike signature-generation algorithms relying on positional
information of words, I-Match is inherently insensitive to changes in the word order,
but inserting or deleting a word from the active lexicon will change the value of the
signature. Signature brittleness is particularly undesirable given the adversarial na-
ture of spam filtering, where an attacker might attempt to guess the composition of
the lexicon and purposely randomize messages with respect to the lexicon’s vocabu-
lary.

Let us reverse the roles of the document and the lexicon, however. We can reason-
ably expect that if a lexicon is modified by small number of additions/deletions, this is
unlikely to significantly change the stability of I-Match signatures with respect to the
modified lexicon. Moreover, as experimental data suggest [9], similar levels of dupli-
cate detection accuracy can often be obtained by largely nonoverlapping lexicons. A
small modification to document content may thus change an I-Match signature due
to a particular lexicon, but at the same time, there may exist a number of alterna-
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tive lexicons for which I-Match performs with equivalent accuracy and for which the
signatures may be unaffected by such a change.

The latter observation suggests the benefits of creating multiple signatures per doc-
ument, which seems to require the presence of multiple different lexicons, selection
of which could be nontrivial. We note, however, that such lexicons can be related to
one another. In particular, let us consider a setup where a suitable lexicon is chosen
and then K different copies of the original lexicon are derived by randomly eliminat-
ing a fraction p of terms in the original, i.e., the K extra lexicons are proper subsets of
the original. Assuming that p is small, we expect the quality of signatures due to the
additional lexicons to be similar to the original. Using the arguments presented above,
an extended I-Match signature of a document in the randomized lexicon scheme is
defined as a (K + 1)-tuple, consisting of I-Match signatures due to the original lexi-
con and its K perturbations. Any two documents are considered to be near duplicates
if their extended signatures overlap on at least one of the K + 1 coordinates.

Let us take a document and modify it by randomly removing or adding a word
from the original lexicon, with n such changes in total (note that changes involving
vocabulary outside of the original lexicon cannot affect the extended I-Match signa-
ture). Each such change will necessarily alter the signature according to the original
lexicon, whereas the probability that at least one of the K additional signatures will
be unaffected by such a change can be estimated as:

1 − (
1 − pn

)K
. (1)

This is derived as follows: For a particular perturbation of the original lexicon, a
change to the document contents will not affect the signature as long as the change
occurs within the subset of the original lexicon that is missing in the perturbation,
which occurs with the probability of p. Assuming that n is much smaller than the size
of the missing subset, the probability that n such changes will preserve the signature
can be approximated as pn. Since the K additional lexicons were generated indepen-
dently from one another, the process in which a number of the signatures is changed
in response to modifications to the document can be modeled as K Bernoulli trials.
Accordingly, the probability that all K signatures will change is equal to (1 − pn)K

and, conversely, the probability that at least one of them will be unaffected is given
by (1).

Equation (1) can be seen as the stability of the extended I-Match signature to
changes that are guaranteed to affect the I-Match signature according to the original
lexicon alone. As illustrated in Fig. 2, at the cost of using a few extra lexicons, the
stability of I-Match signatures can be increased significantly. Equation (1) guides the
process of choosing the value of K is practice, and there is a natural trade-off between
the increase in reliability and the extra computational resources needed to maintain
additional lexicons and to compute multiple signatures instead of just one.

Our approach is related to the supershingling technique of [6] and the locality
sensitive hashing (LSH) [15, 18]. As in those techniques, a number of signatures
is generated per document and if a pair of documents has at least one of them in
common, the documents are considered to be near-duplicates. The differences lie
in how the individual signatures are generated. The supershingle approach is based
explicitly on the concept of syntactic similarity using word n-grams as the basic unit
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Fig. 2 Stability of bagged
I-Match signatures under
random insertion/deletion of
words in the original document
for the case of p = 0.33. The
y-axis corresponds to the
probability that the extended
I-Match signature will not be
affected by a change to the
document contents. Bag-n
signified that n randomized
lexicons were used

and is thus more vulnerable to radical changes to word ordering (e.g., not uncommon
in spam). Unlike lexicon randomization and LSH, the number of signatures (i.e.,
supershingles) generated per document depends on document size, and as noted in
[6], the supershingle approach tends to lose reliability in the case of short documents,
which was one of the factors motivating the development of I-Match [9].

Locality sensitive hashing creates a fixed number of signatures per document,
where each signature can be seen as the result of a specific randomization of word
order. The LSH approach does not explicitly rely on a lexicon, so any word can poten-
tially contribute, although very frequent words are typically ignored. The technique
is based on the use of a number of different hash functions, where a particular hash
function imposes a random ordering over the set of all possible words, and the top
k words1 from the intersection between the document and the ordered word list are
concatenated and hashed to produce a signature. To generate alternative signatures,
a number of different hash functions from the same family are used, which leads
to different random word orderings. LSH explicitly mandates the number of terms
that constitute a document signature. Given that little word filtering is applied and
that the ranking of words is random, the choice of k may be critical, especially for
longer documents, where a small subset of k words may be insufficient to guaran-
tee reasonable signature uniqueness. The megashingling technique of [14] is similar
to LSH, but it selects subsets of k shingles instead of k words. It can be seen that
unlike our scheme, the stability of LSH signatures to random additions/deletions of
words depends on document length, with longer documents being more immune and
shorter ones being more vulnerable. In the web-clustering experiments described in
[18], 125 signatures were generated per document to ensure adequate near-duplicate
recall. Also, in order to limit the number of false-positive matches, a two-phase setup

1Alternatively, one could use k different hash functions to generate a single signature. In such a case,
the intersection of a random word ranking with a document is done k times, each time with the topmost
element being appended to the buffer, which is eventually used to produce the signature hash.
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was deployed, whereby once potential duplicate clusters were identified; their ele-
ments were filtered using an explicit word-overlap distance metric.

Lastly, we note a degree of similarity between lexicon randomization and the use
of bagging [4] in machine learning. For learners sensitive to small perturbations of
the training set, the variance component of the prediction error can be reduced when
instead of a single model, an ensemble of multiple models is learned, each based on
a bagged version of the original training data. Similarly, I-Match can be viewed as
being sensitive to changes to the contents of a lexicon, as well as to the contents of a
document. By using multiple perturbed versions of the original lexicon, obtained by
bagging or a similar randomization process (as described above), the stability of the
extended signature (which can be viewed as an ensemble of individual signatures)
with respect to random changes to a document is increased. The process of extended
signature matching can be seen as a special case of voting, but where instead of
the usual majority vote used in bagging of classifiers, the decision-making process
is asymmetric, as it takes just one member of the voting ensemble to say yes for a
match decision to be made.

The multiple signature method presented in this section addresses the problem of
signature fragmentation, or signature stability, resulting from document perturbation.
This problem is complementary to one of reliability, where two unrelated documents
receive the same signature, which was addressed by the usage a secondary lexicon
proposed in Sect. 3. Note that if lexicon randomization is applied to a version of I-
Match employing a secondary lexicon B , sampling with replacement is applied to
both the primary lexicon, L, and the secondary lexicon, B .

5 Applications

5.1 Web search

From the usability perspective, it is important that results of web search queries do
not contain multiple references to the same information source. Unfortunately, due to
mirroring and free copying, it is fairly common that the same web-page content may
be available in multiple locations and under different names. Such documents often
differ slightly, but the changes tend to be irrelevant. Another example is given by news
stories, where often the same news article with minor modifications is posted multi-
ple times and in different locations. Apart from contributing to information clutter,
duplicates and near-duplicates increase the size of the document index, with negative
consequences to indexing and retrieval performance. For example, it has been re-
ported that by deduplicating the results of a typical web crawl, the size of an inverted
index can be reduced by as much as 1/3 [7, 14]. Finding near replicas of web-pages
has been one of the key motivations for researching scalable deduplication techniques
[7, 9, 18, 24], and given the exponential growth of the web, it continues to be an im-
portant application.

5.2 Spam filtering

Duplicate detection systems often operate in a batch mode, where the objective is
to find all duplicates in a large existing collection. Alternatively, given a duplicate
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free collection and a stream of documents, one may wish to filter all documents in
the stream that can be considered as near duplicates of some elements in the col-
lection. This latter on-line view is of particular interest to spam filtering, where the
document collection might correspond to exemplars of known spam, while the docu-
ment stream might correspond to incoming messages of unknown category. Recently,
there has been growing interest in applications of machine learning and data mining
techniques to the problem of filtering Unsolicited Commercial Email (UCE) [13].
Although the unsolicited nature of an email message cannot always be determined
from the contents of the message alone, content based approaches have been by far
the most widely used [1, 12, 32]. In particular, since an email can be seen as semi-
structured text (with the possibility of multimedia extensions), text categorization
techniques are readily applicable. Unlike many other text-classification problems,
spam filtering tends to be challenging due to its adversarial nature. Spammers ac-
tively deploy techniques designed to confuse filtering techniques, thus making the
characteristics of spam very dynamic. This complicates feature selection and often
leads to sample selection bias, where the statistics of the data used to train a classifier
are different from the ones the classifier will encounter in practice. One also needs
to consider the asymmetric nature of the misclassification costs [26], whereby mis-
classifying a legitimate message as spam is potentially much more expensive than the
opposite error.

Nevertheless, many filtering systems (e.g., Distributed Checksum Clearinghouse
(DCC) or Vipul’s razor2) try to exploit one key characteristic of spam, i.e., its ten-
dency to be sent in high volume. Following the blanket-marketing approach, many
spammers send essentially the same message to as many users as possible. The
messages are rarely identical, however, precisely to avoid template-based detection
schemes. Strategies employed to foil detection schemes include appending random
character strings to the subject line of the message, inserting neutral text passages
into the body of a message, changing the order of paragraphs and randomizing the
nonalphanumeric content just to name a few [16]. As pointed out in [17], spammers
may easily produce a number of alternative campaign messages and send them out
in such as way so as to reduce the volume of each campaign handled by any par-
ticular filter (i.e., list splitting). It is also true, however, that spam campaigns tend
to be quite repetitive and oriented about largely the same topics, e.g., pornography
or certain pharmaceuticals, which limits their expressiveness to some extent. Also,
many commercial and public systems affect (and rely on feedback from) very large
communities of users, which reduces the effectiveness of list-splitting and content-
randomization spamming tactics.

6 Experimental setup

In the following, we evaluate the near-duplicate detection accuracy of the modified
and extended I-Match using web-page and email document collections, where detec-
tion using single and multiple randomized signatures is compared.

2http://razor.sourceforge.net/.
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6.1 Web page data

The WT10G [19, 20] dataset from NIST was used for our web page similarity exper-
iments. While this 10 GB 1.7 million document collection is synthetic in nature, it
was developed to possess characteristics of the larger web for text retrieval effective-
ness research [2]. Additionally, the WT10G corpus has been examined for similarity
of the collection to the web as a whole (e.g., using metrics such as link connectivity)
and was found to be representative [37]. These factors make it attractive for use in
duplicate similarity experiments in which web pages are being examined.

6.2 Email data

We considered the following datasets:

• The Legitimate email collection consisted of 18,555 messages collected from 4,607
volunteers as examples of nonspam. To account for the possibility of class noise,
the messages were hand-labeled and confirmed to be legitimate, with questionable
messages removed from the set. The data was considered duplicate free. In our ex-
periments, this dataset was used primarily in evaluation to assess if near-duplicate
detection of spam may lead to any false-positives among legitimate emails.

• The Honeypot-Spam collection consisted of 10,039 messages collected by accounts
set up to attract spam (i.e., they should not be receiving any email at all). These
data were known to contain many highly similar messages.

• The Cluster-Spam collection consisted of spam messages grouped in 28 clusters.
These data were obtained by interactively querying a large database of verified
spam messages with the explicit goal of finding near duplicates or highly simi-
lar/related messages. A cluster contained messages extracted via queries employ-
ing a few different combinations of keywords. During the collection processes,
efforts were made to focus on messages likely to be difficult to identify via content
matching, i.e., showing clear attempts at randomization.

6.3 Document preprocessing

After removing HTML markup, each document was mapped onto the set of unique
words, where a word was defined as a sequence of alphanumeric characters delim-
ited by white space. In the case of email messages, only the text contained in the
subject line and the message body was considered. Words were converted to lower
case and the ones containing more than one digit as well as those having fewer than
four characters were removed. Additionally, email messages having fewer than five
unique word features were considered as too short and were ignored.

In the case of the email data, trivial duplicates were removed. For the Honeypot
and Cluster spam datasets, this resulted in a reduction in the number of documents
from 10,039 to 5,328 and from 8,703 to 6,389, respectively. Note the high dupli-
cate rate in the Honeypot dataset. The message-count statistics of the preprocessed
datasets are shown in Table 1.
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Table 1 Message count
statistics of the email datasets
used in the experiments

Dataset Message count

Legitimate 18,555

Honeypot-spam 5,328

Cluster-spam 6,389

6.4 The evaluation process

The exact point at which two documents cease to be near-duplicates and become just
highly similar is difficult to define, which is related to the general difficulty of com-
paring the quality of different clusterings of the same data. To avoid the ambiguity in
the near-duplicate judgments, we chose the traditional cosine similarity measure as a
benchmark metric against which the accuracy of the signature-based techniques was
compared. For documents i and j , their cosine similarity is defined as

cosine(i, j) = |common unique features(i, j)|√
d(i)d(j)

, (2)

where d(j) is the number of unique features in document j . The definition ignores
in-document term frequency often used with the cosine-similarity measure. This is
due to the interpretation of near-sameness used by I-Match, i.e., order independent
sufficient overlap of unique terms between any two documents. Our experience sug-
gested that two documents can safely be considered as near-duplicates if their cosine
similarity is greater than 0.9. In the presence of severe randomization, this does not
guarantee that all duplicates of a particular template document will be recovered, but
it is desired that a good duplicate-detection technique identify a large fraction of the
same documents as the cosine-similarity approach.

Given a query i, and a document collection, we define the recall of a signature-
based detection technique as the ratio of the number of documents flagged as dupli-
cates of i to the corresponding number identified by the cosine measure, when using
i as a template,

recall(i) = |duplicates found for i|
|documents j such that cosine(i, j) ≥ 0.9| . (3)

Similarly, precision is defined as

precision(i) = |duplicates found for i| ∩ |documentsj such that cosine(i, j) ≥ 0.9|
|duplicates found for i| .

(4)
Note that from the spam-filtering perspective, we often do not care if the copy-
detection systems flags just similar spam messages as near-duplicates of the template
set, as long as there are no false-positive errors in which legitimate messages are
classified as spam, which makes the use of precision less relevant. To account for
the performance of a copy-detection technique from the classification standpoint, we
define a utility function, such that when using a spam message i as a query the utility
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is given by

utility(i) = |spam(i)| − cos t · |legit(i)| (5)

where the |spam(i)| and legit(i)| are the numbers of spam and nonspam messaged
extracted, with cos t defined as the relative cost of misclassifying a legitimate mes-
sage as spam. The values of cos t reported in the literature typically vary between 1
and 1,000 [1, 32]. In our experiments, we used the setting of cos t = 100. The utility
function combines the benefit due to elimination of spam with the significant cost of
false positives.

6.5 I-Match signature algorithm settings

In applying I-Match and its extensions, one important question is the choice of the
I-Match lexicon. In previous studies, the collection statistics of a large document set
were used to find near-duplicates within that same collection, but it was also sug-
gested that a large diverse training collection could be effective in detecting dupli-
cates in a different collection. This is of particular importance, since the content dis-
tribution may be constantly changing [25], and as is the case for email data in our
experiments, one often does not have a large enough target document collection to
derive a stable lexicon. As recently shown in [10], there might be disadvantages to
constantly updating the collection statistics to track the target distribution of content
since it tends to reduce the time-validity of signatures while adding little in terms
of deduplication accuracy. To evaluate the effect a lexicon choice might have, in the
experiments with the web-page collection, we considered two lexicons: one derived
from the WT10G dataset itself and one derived from a large collection of news stories
(here referred to as SGML), which was also used in [9]. In the case of the email data,
just the SGML-based lexicon was applied. The SGML dataset corresponded to TREC
disks [4, 5],3 which is a compilation of Financial Times, LA Times, and other news
collections. This dataset provides good statistics for the English language because it
has high quality data, in terms of formatting noise and use of the language.

6.5.1 WT10G lexicon

The WG10G collection contained 1,679,076 documents and 5.8 million unique terms,
out of which 411 thousand terms were selected by retaining those words for which
normalized idf (nidf ) resided in the interval nidf ∈ [0.2,0.8]. The choice of this par-
ticular interval was motivated by our past experience with I-Match applied to web
data and the results reported in [9].

6.5.2 SGML lexicon

The SGML collection contained 556,000 documents, with an average length of 662
terms and a total number of unique terms of 488,000. The interval nidf ∈ [0.2,0.8]
contained the lexicon terms used in our experiments with the web data. For experi-
ments with the email data, cross-validation suggested a different choice of the nidf
range: [0.2,0.3].

3http://trec.nist.gov/data/qa/T8_QAdata/disks4_5.html.
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6.6 Lexicon bagging

In experiments with lexicon randomization, the original copy of the lexicon was aug-
mented with K copies (with K in {1, . . . ,10}, i.e., we considered experiment runs
using original + 1, original + 2, . . . lexicons) obtained by bootstrap sampling from
the original and ensuring that each term was selected at most once. Thus, each ran-
domized lexicon shared approximately 67% of terms with the original.

7 Results

7.1 Web-page data

We used a random sample of 115,342 documents (approximately 7% of the total)
as queries against the full WT10G collection. For each query, a set of documents
for which the cosine similarity exceeded the 0.9 threshold was identified to be used
for measuring the recall of hash-based techniques. Only 26,491 of the queries had
a cosine neighborhood containing documents other than themselves and only those
were used in the evaluation of I-Match. Note that computation of cosine similarity is
quite expensive and would generally be unsuitable in operational settings.

I-Match with the WT10G and SGML lexicon choices was then applied to the
document corpus and for the near-duplicate clusters containing the documents from
the query set; the recall of the I-Match technique was measured. The recall results
are shown in Fig. 3. The use of lexicon randomization clearly provides a dramatic
increase in the near-duplicate recall, although there is a saturation effect and beyond
a certain point there is little benefit of introducing additional perturbed lexicons.4

Interestingly, the SGML lexicon led to higher detection accuracy than the lexicon
derived from the target collection. We suspect this is because the SGML collection
was much cleaner (it contained professionally edited articles), and thus more rep-
resentative of the content on which we usually wish to focus when deduplicating.
Conversely, the WT10G collection contained both proper and misspelled versions of
words, as well as various types of formatting noise (even with a good parser, noise
due to formatting, and logic, such as javascript, still exists), which would contribute
to signature brittleness.

This seems to strengthen the arguments advanced in [10] that deriving a lexicon
from large stable document collection may be preferred. Of course, in practice, this
might depend on other factors, such as the language in which the target documents
are written.

Figure 4 shows the dependence of the precision on the number of I-Match lexi-
cons used when using the SGML lexicon. Interestingly, the precision obtained with

4We have not performed rigorous comparison of the different variants of I-Match with alternative single
signature algorithms. However, to give the reader some idea of the comparative performance, a run of the
megashingling algorithm with its own document parsing and other settings have led to the recall of 0.668
and precision of 0.758, which was roughly equivalent to I-Match utilizing the SGML collection with 5 ran-
domized lexicons. The megashingling code used was corresponded to “Shingleprinting code for estimating
document similarity” available at: http://research.microsoft.com/research/downloads/default.aspx.
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Fig. 3 Near-duplicate
web-page recall of I-Match as a
function of the number of
randomized lexicons used.
Usage of multiple randomized
lexicons is generally beneficial,
but I-Match appears to perform
best with lexicons derived from
the SGML corpus.
Near-duplicate spam recall of
I-Match as a function of the
number of randomized lexicons
used. The absolute values of
recall depend on the dataset (i.e.,
true amount of duplication
present), but the benefits of
using multiple lexicons are clear

Fig. 4 Fraction of pure clusters
for the two lexicon choices.
Note that with more randomized
lexicons the fraction decreases
only slightly for one lexicon
choice (sgml) and actually
increases for the other (w10g)

a native lexicon, i.e., one derived from the same collection, appears to be higher. We
suspect this is because many of the low frequency terms can be specific to a particular
collection and much harder to find in other collections.

7.1.1 Formatting artifacts

Exact measurements of precision and recall in near-duplicate detection are impossi-
ble due to the vague definition of “near-sameness.” Our choice of cosine-similarity
threshold is reasonable, but arguably a slightly lower or slightly higher value could be
used as well. In particular, documents with lower cosine similarity values can often be
considered as near duplicates and are correctly identified as such by I-Match, but this
leads to the lowering of precision as defined by (3). As such, the current definitions
of precision and recall can be loosely interpreted as their lower bounds.
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Fig. 5 An example of a spurious match within the WT10G collection. The two documents are almost
identical from the pure word overlap point of view. However, due to their nature (help pages corresponding
to distinct functions) they might be considered as different

There are also situations, however, where matches produced by I-Match are truly
spurious. In particular, the WT10G collection contains numerous software manual
pages, where the same template is used to describe the functionality of different rou-
tines. Figure 5 provides an example. In such cases, most of the content between any
two help pages is actually the same. However, the differentiating content uses special-
ized vocabulary, which is unlikely to be selected as part of the I-Match lexicon. Note
that even the cosine-similarity definition of near-sameness can lead to such a mistake
if the fraction of template-induced formatting text is large enough. This again points
at the inherent ambiguity in the definition of a near-duplicate. The nature of help
pages forces us to ignore the template-induced similarities and focus instead on the
small differences, i.e., function names. However, for different types of content (e.g.,
news) such small differences may be irrelevant.

When the number of randomized lexicons is increased, the precision of I-Match
decreases as shown in Fig. 4. However, when the number of “pure” clusters for which
I-Match achieves 100% precision is accounted for, it is apparent that this fraction is
quite stable or actually shows an increasing trend, depending on the choice of the
lexicon. This is indicative of the effect of template-induced clusters accumulating
more and more “spurious” matches, accounting for a large number of documents,
while at the same time randomization leads to the discovery of new correct clusters
that had been missed when using fewer lexicons.

7.2 Honeypot-spam vs. legitimate email

In this experiment, a random 10% of the Honeypot-spam data was used as queries
against the Honeypot-spam and the legitimate-email datasets. The resulting average
values of the recall and utility metrics are given in Table 2. None of the near-duplicate
detection configurations produced any false-positive matches against the legitimate
email collection. Lexicon randomization provided a clear benefit, both in terms of
duplicate detection and spam detection metrics.
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Fig. 6 Near-duplicate spam
recall of I-Match as a function
of the number of randomized
lexicons used. The absolute
values of recall depend on the
dataset (i.e., true amount of
duplication present), but the
benefits of using multiple
lexicons are clear

Table 2 Duplicate detection
accuracy (reported as recall,
relative increase in recall and
utility) in the Honeypot-spam
vs. legitimate-email experiment.
K-bag signifies that K auxiliary
lexicons were used

Lexicon count I-Match

Recall Relative Increase Utility

1 0.66 0% 30.17

1 + 2-bag 0.72 9% 36.32

1 + 5-bag 0.76 15% 43.34

1 + 10-bag 0.80 21% 56.93

Table 3 Duplicate detection
accuracy (reported as recall,
relative increase in recall and
utility) in the Cluster-spam vs.
legitimate-email experiment,
where the original SGML-based
I-Match lexicon was extended
by its random perturbations
(K-bag signifies that K

auxiliary lexicons were used)

Lexicon count I-Match

Recall Relative Increase Utility

1 0.40 0% 46.34

1 + 2-bag 0.49 23% 81.25

1 + 5-bag 0.55 38% 96.24

1 + 10-bag 0.61 52% 113.38

7.3 Cluster-spam vs. legitimate email

In this experiment a random 10% of the cluster-spam was used as queries against
the cluster-spam and legitimate-email datasets. The average values of the recall and
utility metrics are given in Table 3. As in the Honeypot experiment, there were no
false-positive matches against the legitimate email collection. Figure 6 illustrates the
benefit of lexicon randomized for both email datasets.

7.4 Discussion

Given that the SGML lexicon was derived using a large collection of news articles,
it is interesting to observe its good generalization performance in the application
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considered, since web-page and email documents are generally different from news
stories. This supports the claim that once a large diverse document collection is used,
little in terms of copy-detection accuracy can be gained by tracking the changes to
content distribution to fine tune the algorithm to the collection to which it is actually
applied.

The results shown in Figs. 3 and 6, and in Tables 2 and 3 indicate that by using even
a few extra-randomized lexicons, both the recall and utility (in the case of email) met-
rics can be improved significantly. Given that the computational cost of computing
each additional signature is bounded by the cost of computing the original one (since
it involves a subset of the same words) and considering that the memory/storage re-
quirements grow linearly with the number of lexicons, one can argue that a practical
system should be able to benefit from incorporating a small number of randomized
lexicons without compromising its computational resources. A precise cost-benefit
analysis would of course need to consider, among other things, the amount of RAM
consumed by the original lexicon vis a vis the total amount of RAM available to the
system.

One interesting question is whether perfect spam recall is possible with enough
lexicons and, if so, how many lexicons are needed to satisfy this requirement. Let
M = p · L be the number of terms that are eliminated from the original lexicon to
create an auxiliary one. Assuming that the perturbation of the original spam message
involves n lexicon terms, it will alter both the original and the secondary signature
if n > M . In such a case, perfect recall will not be possible for any number of addi-
tional lexicons, but this situation is unlikely since in most cases M is expected to be
much larger than the number of words in any email message. If perfect recall is possi-
ble, the probability that the signature due to any particular auxiliary lexicon remains
unchanged is:

q =
(
L−n
M

)

(
L
M

) = (L − n)M

LM
≈

(
1 − M

L

)n

(6)

i.e., to the ratio of the number of times an auxiliary lexicon can be selected such
that it excludes the perturbation words to the overall number of possibilities. One can
then envision generating auxiliary lexicons till one is found for which the success
defined as unaltered signature is achieved. The probability that the number of trials
till success is K is governed by the geometric distribution, i.e.,

P (K) = (1 − q)K−1q (7)

with the expected number of trials till success of 1/q . Table 4 tabulates P(K) for
several values of L and n, assuming that M = 0.33 · L, which is the case for lexicon
bagging.

It can be seen that as indicated by (6), the expected number of trials depends
primarily on the size of the perturbation and not the absolute lexicon size. Due to
the exponential dependence of q on the amount of perturbation, the expectation of
perfect recall becomes unrealistic for large perturbations, although one has to keep in
mind that given the selectivity of an I-Match lexicon, the value of n will be typically
smaller than the actual alternation to the original message in terms of the number of
words added/inserted.
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Table 4 The expected number of auxiliary lexicons required to achieve perfect recall for the specified
amount of perturbation, n. Different rows show the dependence on the absolute size of the original lexi-
con, L

n = 2 n = 5 n = 10 n = 20 n = 50

L = 1000 2.23 7.44 56.10 3,309.92 932,403,182.29

L = 10,000 2.23 7.41 54.98 3,037.91 527,924,300.92

L = 100,000 2.23 7.41 54.87 3,012.39 499,897,879.50

8 Conclusions

We considered the problem of improving the stability of I-Match signatures with re-
spect to small modifications to document content. The proposed solution involves
the use of several I-Match signatures, rather than just one, all derived from ran-
domized versions of the original lexicon. Despite utilizing multiple fingerprints, the
proposed scheme does not involve direct computation of document overlap, which
makes signature comparison only marginally slower than in the case of single-valued
fingerprints. Additionally, clear improvements in signature stability can be seen when
adding just one extra signature component, with more gains to be made as more are
added.

The original I-Match algorithm was modified to improve its reliability for very
long documents by insisting that a certain fraction of terms need participate in the
creation of a signature. This decreases the chance of any two markedly different doc-
uments being projected onto the same signature. Also, we demonstrated that lexicons
for I-Match can be successfully derived from a collection different from the target
one, which in fact may be preferable if the target collection is noisy.

The proposed extended I-Match signature scheme does indeed provide greater
robustness to term additions and deletions. Its effectiveness as a countermeasure
to word substitutions is smaller, however, since a substitution is equivalent to an
addition-deletion combination. In future work, we intend to investigate ways to im-
prove signature stability in the presence of term substitutions.
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